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Sushi cat 2 kizi

In the second part of the game Sushi Cat, Cat came with his favorite toy in the shopping center of Tokyo Mall. While he chose the same sweets, the evil dog noticed her toy, and she really liked it. The dog stole the cradle and hid himself in the elevator. The cat ran out, but couldn't get to the elevator buttons. As always, he came up with
the idea! To grow we need to eat sushi as much as possible. So, thanks to you, the cat firmly put on the weight of the first levels. When he got to the elevator, he saw that the dog was missing in the cinema. The cat ran to the box office to buy a ticket and follow her, but the ruthless cashier said that the movie is not about small kittens, and
it's still growing. This isn't the first time our cat has eaten sushi. His huge stomach is able to pick up a ton. Sushi Cat 2 again pleases us, not only the original game, but also fascinating storytelling, nice music and a cozy atmosphere. Description Sushi Cat 2 is the sequel to a cute funny flash game about a blue cat in the form of a ball. You
don't have to be an eccentric cat lover to enjoy this carefree puzzle. Funny animations, quirky characters, and a simple action consisting of the usual mouse click at the right moment, will bring joy to those who are tired of monotony, and are looking for the original game. In part, you have to rely on luck, because after you release the cat to
eat sushi, you will not be able to control it, everything will bring gravity. You will have enough time to fill the stomach of your cat. Innovation Now you should eat each round of 25 to 30 sushi. You have 5 attempts in each level of the game. Each level has 3 golden sushi roll. If you eat them, you can buy in the store cool clothes for your cat.
Among the new bonus appeared supermarket sweeping. If you eat them, then you will be able to absorb any sushi roll to the game by simply clicking on them with the mouse. Be agile, you will have very little time. Take advantage of the opportunity to eat the most difficult sushi. Now you can play cat pinball. Living at the beginning of each
level you have 4 lives. The number is indicated in the upper left corner. However, if you eat sushi special, you get an extra life. Multipliers Depending on the type of sushi roll you eat, the points can be multiplied by a certain factor (x3, x6, etc.). Sometimes the points are doubled. In addition to that, if you have filled your stomach and eat
more, everything is eaten in excess of your bonus points. Cheats Although we couldn't find Easter eggs or cheats for this game. If you find it, write us comments. Settings As always, the guys of Armor Games have tried and you can change the specified parameters: Change the graphic quality Of Mouth Restart level Back to card all levels
Scroll card Clothes Cat Age category Even children can play this In this game there are no adult images or foul language. Sushi cat develops decision-making skills and critical thinking. The game is equally suitable for both girls and boys. Tip with each new level, the complexity of the game increases. If you manage to finish the game,
then we invite you to play in the next part of the game. On our site you can play online Sushi Cat 1 2 3 4 5. Video Cat eats with chopsticks. Very funny video. Copyright ©2013 Do you like cats? Have you always wanted a cat as a pet? Our collection of free online cat games, you can play with, groom, and dress up your furry friends. You
can comb your fur and treat your cats at a pet clinic. We've also got challenging games in which you have to run and jump across platforms with your cat to collect fish, mouse and cat treats. Or how about the adventures of plump and bouncy Sushi Cat? Create and train your cat army in our funny series of Strikeforce Kitty games. This site
also has many cat themed coloring games, and jigsaw puzzles with cute pictures of fuzzy little kittens. We've got a lot of great names featuring your favorite cat friends as well as lots of animal games to come and take a look around! Enjoy the cutest and funniest cat games People have been keeping cats for thousands of years. Cats
make good companions, because they are affectionate, but also quite independent. They can help keep your house clean by me hunting mice. In the past, cats were often taken abroad by ships to get rid of rodents. These days, cats are more popular than ever and there are even a large number of cat celebrities on the Internet. The
Internet's famous cats include Grumpy Cat and plump Scottish Fold Maru. In fact cat pictures and memes are among the most popular viewed content online! What makes these furry creatures like beloved pets? Are they their big eyes and soft toe beans? Their elegant posture and arrogant expressions? Or maybe you just can't get
enough of their comical moves and that adorable blep. Access our unlocked cat games for pc and mobile We understand if you can't be separated from your online pets. Lots of public networks in schools, libraries and even cafes block online content like cat games so you can't access them, but here in Kizi you can always enjoy our full
collection wherever you go. Whether you're using a PC, laptop, or mobile device, you can keep playing! Can't a cat and his wife spend some quality time in the mall? In Sushi Cat 2, dogs have to ruin everything. Join Sushi Cat and show that Bacon Dog that he messed with the wrong cat! He was fooled by your small size, but he doesn't
know that you are a famous sushi cat! Eat all the sushi you can and grow big enough to take back your wife from this silly dog! Sushi Cat 2 is an arcade game with cute graphics and adorable After a pleasant afternoon afternoon away at the mall was ruined by his nemesis, dog, sushi cat in need of your help! The only way to save his wife
is to put on different levels by eating all the sushi. This will cause the sushi cat to grow in size. Get ready for a yummy adventure because there's a lot to eat. As a player, your goal is to feed the sushi cat as many pieces of sushi as you can. On the left side of the screen, you can see the sushi in the cat's stomach. There's plenty of room
for food because this kitten has more than a healthy appetite. On the right side you can see the remaining quantity of sushi in the level. To collect all the sushi, you have to drop the cat peggle game board. The cat will bounce down the pegs and platforms and collect any pieces of sushi he comes into contact with. There are also several
special sushi pieces you can collect! Golden ones unlock cute new costumes for your hungry cats. Try to collect them all! Discover each type of delicious sushi by collecting them all! Do you want to join a sushi cat on another adventure? Then go ahead and try another game starring bouncy sushi cat, Sushi Cat-a-pult. Want to try other fun
games that revolve around food? Check out our collection of food games, including the famous Papas Sushiria. Have fun playing! DeveloperSushi Cat 2 was developed by joeybetz. Release dateFeb 4, 2011FeaturesCute charactersLevel part to completeColor full graphics and fun animationAddictive peggle gamecontrolsUse mouse to
play Sushi Cat 2. Sushi Cat is a funny puzzle game online KiZi. You are taking the role of a cat that wants to become bigger. Help the cat eat as much sushi as possible to increase its size. Drag the sweet kitten with your mouse and drop it over the sushi line. Collect pieces of sushi and get points for each piece collected. Points will be
multiplied at the end of each throw, depending on the basket in which your cat falls. Watch the cat grow fat by eating more and more delicious Japanese food. Can you complete all 18 super cool levels of Sushi Cat game online KiZi? [Total: 29 Average: 4.4/5] Sushi Cat 2 Great Purrade is definitely a game to play for you if you're looking
for some real fun so let's get to work right now before it will be too late and prove that you are the best, especially since you need a little ability from you, sometimes. The goal is to use the mouse to swing that cat, above the gaming table, which is a kind of maze, with food, sushi food of course, and different platforms and geometric
shapes, or even balls getting from side to side with the main goal of getting the cat at random, in different places to collect more sushi all the time. That's the goal of this sushi cat to collect as much sushi as it can, so let's do it now! Do not forget that it is also necessary for you to receive Fat and you can do just eating sushi and it's a must,
because only in this way can you find this cat's lost friend in this purrade. Good luck and pay attention to detail by launching a cat strategically heading down to the maze of food, in a way, collecting more and more food than ever! RELATED CATEGORY CATEGORIES
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